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Abstract 
 
MetStyle – an IT + fashion elements case study , To find out the core successful 
factors for building a new IT brand with more innovation , fashion and creation 
elements.  
 
MetStyle case study is a real new business happened in an IPO company, we are 
trying to build a next generation brand with “cross over “possibility to create a more 
life style IT brand. The vision of the brand is trying to “escaping from being 
technology slave”, so main theme is trying to offer a brand for end users, 
manufacturing and distributors a new branding platform. By joining this platform, 
linking with different cities and cultures will help to build this new digital life style 
brand a global vision and concept of no boundaries. 
 
MetStyle is not the first brand trying to adapt the fashion, non IT elements into a IT 
products, however, in the current market, there are few IT branding, really 
successfully build up a brand with non IT elements, this report is trying to find out the 
core successful factors for any other people who like to build up a new IT peripheral 
brand.  
 
There are four major questions we like to find out solutions: What meaning and value 
for adopting culture, fashion and life style to IT brand?  What is the strategy for 
doing such crossing over brand? What is the positioning for this brand, product, 
marketing channel strategy? What will be the difficulties doing this type of brand?  
 
Value for adding creation and fashion life style into an  IT brand is trying to find a 
next generation IT brand with more life style and also create the benefit for end users, 
distributors and product producers. Technology will be implemented into our daily 
life, technology is no longer just for rich or high tech business man. From kids to old 
men, digital life will become soon a major subject for all computer peripheral 
products. Nowadays, there are brands built only by American or European companies, 
we as major makers for all types of peripherals products never find out way to build 
an accessory brand for the coming era filled with digital life style. We have power and 



chance to create a brand successfully. MetStyle like to build this chance.  
 
MetStyle brand, product , marketing positioning will be for “ youth “ , fun with all 
type of new technology product, travel a lot, need stylish equipped characters and try 
to find unique from other regular peoples. All non sophisticated IT product will be our 
categories, cleaning, gear and computer cases, screen protectors, mouse and wrist pad, 
comfort and stylish are major subject for the product position. MetStyle is trying to 
build a brand positioning itself as best partner for youth people in their daily digital 
life.  
 
Strategy for doing brand with crossing possibility, MetStyle is trying to build up a 
new brand with crossing over possibility. The strategy for running this type of brand 
exist several key factors. Starting from low tech products, easily and quickly to find 
the fashion elements implemented. Find IT channel but sale Non IT concept to get the 
blue ocean, then starting back to the main stream market and products. For new brand, 
marketing need a smarter way, also need to in line with channel developing plan. 
MetStyle make a product strategy suitable for our channel partner for both IT and no 
IT channels. This will help to build a so called cross over IT brand.  
 
Difficulties for bring this type of brand, mainly is linking between two type of people 
and resources. Basically, IT channel is still focusing in box moving and spec features. 
Trying this type of new way to do brand will still face challenging in beginning. In 
supply chain, all IT product development team will need to work with Non IT 
traditional makers, a lot of time; communication will be the main issue no matter with 
suppliers or even internal team members. How to train a good management team will 
be key task to solve this issue.  
 
Working in IT industry over 20 years, a next generation IT peripheral brand adopting 
non IT, more life style and fashion elements is a very important for all Asian 
peripheral companies. This report is trying to find those successful factors by 
reviewing the MetStyle case. We do hope this will help Asian companies in this field 
will get any chance to build a real successful worldwide brand. 
 
 


